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Abstract. Some proposals for improvement of system of evaluations of FQXi contest
are shown [1]. There is also shown a system for easier classification of essays. The
purpose of this system is, that the first impression of essays is obtained faster. This
system can also be used on arXiv and on viXra. At the end an example is shown, how
to classify one (author’s) essay in field of quantum gravity.

1. The problems

The problems at evaluation of articles are:

1 In the last days of the contest it is possible to remove entrants from the group of

the best 36 if someone want to come into this group.

2 It is large possibility that physically totally contradictory essays can came into final

selection.

3 The essence of such contest is also to get arguments and anti-arguments and to find

good ideas and good references for further research.

4 Some entrants obtain too little comments.

5 Many entrants even do not answer on physical arguments.

6 The number of essays is very large, thus it is not possible to read precisely all of

them.

7 In time of evaluation (for instance till 6.10.2012) it was not easy to get information,

which entrants still have interesting ideas.

2. Suggestions for improvements

1 Every entrant should have one hidden field where s/he writes opinion. After the

field is filled up enough, s/he can write evaluation. This field is visible only to

expert judges.
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2 For further activation of evaluations, additional conditions should exist. For

instance, everyone should give (visible) comments to at least, let us say, to ten

of essays of non-professional and/or non-academic entrants and s/he should answer

to 30 their opinions. If number of serious opinions is lesser, s/he should answer on

all of them.

3 Expert judges should examine hidden opinions which importantly changed place

in the last two days of the contest. ”Importantly” means, that before, the place

was below 36 and after it was above 36 and vice versa. If hidden opinions and

evaluations are not suitable and fair, they should delete those evaluations.

4 It should be possible to change marks in time of the contest.

5 If an essay is entirely in contradiction with physical measurements and facts, it

should not come in final selection. One example is my essay [2], which contradict

to Higgs mechanism. If Higgs mechanism will be proved, my theory will be rejected.

But, in that case some ideas in the essay will survive. Thus my essay is not

completely n contradiction with physical measurements. But in the group of 36

finalists is at least one essay which is completely in contradiction with present

knowledge of physics.

6 All who give 2 and more points to completely contradictory essay, should be marked,

because maybe they also have contradictions.

7 It is a dilemma if an entrant should see who gives him points. It seems to me that it

is better that s/he does not see, because bad points will be returned. On the other

side, maybe some sophisticated system exist here - for instance control of returned

low points.

8 The panel can decide to award up to two special commendation prizes for non-

professional and/or non-academic entrants. This award should be selected from all

non professional essays, not only from 36 winners.

9 Four winners should help to write opinions about large number of essays of non-

professional and/or non-academic entrants, and they should select the best essays

from the rest ones. Every one should read 1/4 of those essays. It is one motive for

entrants that they will select good winners.

10 Improvement of surveyability of essays. I propose a systems of polls. The poll will

give a question, for instance, ”do you agree that space-time is emergent?”. Number

of options should contain all possibilities, but as less as possible. By those polls it

should be rapidly visible which essays agree to a author’s essay and how much. If

polls do not include all aspects, the author could include its own poll. System of

polls is analog to the set theory.

11 Such system could be used by arXiv, viXra and at others.

12 It should be possible to see comments on other essays if we are on a essay of

someone.
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3. An example of polls at author’s essay [2]

1 Spacetime is emergent.

2 Space without matter does not exists [3].

3 Time runs only where matter is presented [3].

4 Elementary particles are black holes (BHs).

5 Dimensionful constants speed of light, Gravitational constant, and Planck’s

constant does not exist physically [4].

6 Uncertainty principle is more fundamental than wave functions.

7 I disagree with superstring theory.

8 I have not expressed my view about grained space-time.

9 I disagree with existence of Higgs boson.

10 The essence of physics are BHs with Planckian mass.

11 I have a proposal about a cause for the number of space dimensions.

12 I agree with Weizsaecker proposal about number of space dimensions [5].

13 The reasons for three space dimensions and for three dimensions of photons are

correlated.

14 I agree with theory of Conway and Cohen about connection of free will and quantum

mechanics [6].

15 The principle of uncertainty is based on a flat background space-time, and it is not

suitable for uncertainties of masses of BHs or elementary particles [2].

16 Masses of elementary particles have their own uncertainty [2].

17 But, masses of elementary particles can be only positive [2].

18 BH mass can also be smaller than Planckian mass [2].

19 Uncertainty of masses of elementary particles or BHs is more fundamental than the

principle of uncertainty [2].

20 Gravity is not force [7].

21 Virtual gravitons do not exist.

22 Mach principle should exist in one form.

23 A simple model with a rocket on a photon propulsion gives new information about

quantum gravity.

24 Information is essence of physics.

25 I agree with Zeilinger-Brukner ideas about information [8].

26 Physical world (universe) is digital.

27 Consciousness is a quantum phenomenon.

28 My theory improves Ockham razor about physics.
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4. Example of options at a poll

1 I agree.

2 I disagree with some details.

3 I agree with some details.

4 I do not agree.

5 I do not know.

6 No one option is not suitable for me.

At poll 11, it is better:

1 I have a proposal.

2 I do not have a proposal.

3 No one above answer is not suitable for me.
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